Section 1. Project Overview and Significance

Emergent Challenges to Effective Use of Information
The convergence of three distinct but interconnected trends -unrelenting globalization, rapidly changing global and regional strategic balances, and increasing knowledge intensity of economic activity -is creating critical new challenges to current modes of information access and understanding. First, the discovery and retrieval of relevant information has become a daunting task due to the sheer volume, scale, and scope of information on the Internet, its geographical dispersion, varying context, heterogeneous sources, and variable quality. Second, the opportunities presented by this transformation are shaping new demands for improved information generation, management, and analysis. Third, more specifically, the increasing diversity of Internet uses and users points to the importance of cultural and contextual dimensions of information and communication. There are significant opportunity costs associated with overlooking these challenges, potentially hindering both empirical analysis and theoretical inquiry so central to many scholarly disciplines, and their contributions to national policy. This proposal seeks to identify new ways of addressing these challenges by significantly improving access to diverse, distributed, and disconnected sources of information. Although this effort will focus on the realm of National and Homeland Security (NHS), the results have relevancy to economic prosperity and a vibrant civil society (ECS), as well as to the advancement of most scientific and engineering (ASE) endeavors that have such information needs.
1.2
Relevance to National Priority Areas 1.
National and Homeland Security (NHS)
This project will focus on information needs in the realm of national and homeland security, involving emergent risks, threats of varying intensity, and uncertainties of potentially global scale and scope. Specifically, we propose to focus on: (a) crisis situations; (b) conflicts and war; and (c) anticipation, monitoring, and early warning. Information needs in these domains are extensive and vary depending on: (1) the salience of information (i.e. the criticality of the issue), (2) the extent of customization, and (3) the complexity at hand. More specifically, in:
• Crisis situations: the needs are characteristically immediate, usually highly customized, and generally require complex analysis, integration, and manipulation of information. International crises are now impinging more directly than ever before on national and homeland security, thus rendering the information needs and requirements even more pressing.
• Conflicts and War: the needs are not necessarily time-critical, are customized to a certain relevant extent, and involve a multifaceted examination of information. Increasingly, it appears that coordination of information access and analysis across a diverse set of players (or institutions) with differing needs and requirements (perhaps even mandates) is more the rule rather than the exception in cases of conflict and war.
• Anticipation, Monitoring and Early Warning: the needs tend to be gradual, involve routinized searches, but require extraction of information from sources that may evolve and change over time. Furthermore, in today's global context, 'preventative action' take on new urgency, and create new demands for information services.
Illustrative Cases Information Needs Intended Use of Information 1. Strategic Requirements for Managing Cross-Border Pressures in a Crisis
UNHCR needs to respond to the internal dislocation and external flows of large numbers of Afghans into neighboring countries, triggered by waves of post Soviet violence in Afghanistan.
Logistical and infrastructure information for setting up refugee camps, such as potential sites, sanitation, and potable water supplies. Also streamlined information on sabotage.
Facilitate coordination of relief agencies with up-to-date information during a crisis for more rapid response (as close to real time as possible). Reduce vulnerability to disruption.
Capabilities for Management during an Ongoing Conflict & War
The UNEP-Balkans group needs to assess whether the Balkan conflicts have had significant environmental and economic impacts. Existing data is extensive, but highly dispersed, presented in different formats and prepared for different purposes.
Environmental and economic data on the region prior to the initiation/ escalation of the conflict. Comparison of this data with newly collected data to assess the impacts to environmental and economic viability.
Improved decision making during conflicts --taking into account contending views and changing strategic conditions --to prepare for and manage future developments and anticipate the need for different modes of action.
Strategic Response to Security Threats for Anticipation, Prevention, and Early Warning
The Department of Homeland Security needs to coordinate efforts with local government, private businesses and foreign governments using information from different regions of the world.
Intelligence data from foreign governments, non-governmental agencies, US agencies, and leading institutions on international strategy and security here and overseas .
Streamline potentially conflicting information content and sources in order to facilitate coherent interpretation, anticipation, preventive monitoring, and early warning. Table 1 illustrates the types of information needs required for effective research, education, decisionmaking, and policy analysis on a range of conflict issues. Indeed, "Critical central decisions should flow smoothly downward. Similarly, low-level urgent requests for communication, assistance, or information should flow upward to the appropriate agency and then back to the appropriate operatives." [NRC02 p .160] These issues remain central to matters of security in this increasingly globalized world.
Table 1. Illustrating Information Needs in Three Contexts
Due to space limitations, this proposal document will focus primarily on the NHS national priority. There are similar and/or analogous needs and opportunities in the other national priority areas.
1.3
Addressing Information Needs 1.
Operational Example
For illustrative purposes only, let us consider the types of information illustrated by Example 2 in Table 1 . A specific question is: to what extent have economic performance and environmental conditions in Yugoslavia been affected by the conflicts in the region? The answer could shape policy priorities for different national and international institutions, influence reconstruction strategies, and may even determine which agencies will be the leading players. Moreover, there are potentials for resumed violence and the region's relevance to overall European stability remains central to the US national interest. This is not an isolated case but one that illustrates concurrent challenges for information compilation, analysis, and interpretation -under changing strategic conditions.
For example, in determining the change of carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) emissions in the region, normalized against the change in GDP -before and after the outbreak of the hostilities -we need to take into account shifts in territorial and jurisdictional boundaries, changes in accounting and recording norms, and varying degrees of decision autonomy. User requirements add another layer of complexity. For example, what units of CO 2 emissions and GDP should be displayed, and what unit conversions need to be made from the information sources? Which Yugoslavia is of concern to the user: the country defined by its year 2000 borders, or the entire geographic area formerly known as Yugoslavia in 1990? One of the effects of war is that the region, which previously was one country consisting of six republics and two provinces, has been reconstituted into five legal international entities (countries), each having its The complexity of this task would be easily magnified if, for example, the CO 2 emissions data from the various sources were all expressed in different metrics or, alternatively, if demographic variables were drawn from different institutional contexts (e.g., with or without counting refugees). This example shows some of the operational challenges if a user were to manually attempt to answer this question. This case highlights just some of the common data difficulties where information reconciliation continues to be made 'by hand'. It is easy to see why such analysis can be very labor intensive and error-prone. This makes it difficult under "normal" circumstances and possibly impossible under time-critical circumstances. This example may appear to be simple, but it includes major complexities such as reconciling spatial territoriality, currency, and atmospheric measures. Barriers to effective information access and utilization usually involve complexities of this sort.
LIGHT: A Better Way
With reference to national and homeland security concerns, a NRC study states: "Different emergency Technologies (LIGHT) with capabilities that can automatically determine and reliably perform the steps shown above in response to each user's request. Every user is distinct. LIGHT will be capable of storing the necessary context information about the sources and users -and have a reasoning engine capable of determining the sources, conversions, and calculations necessary to meet each user's needs. The COIN and GSSD systems, to be described briefly below, have proven the feasibility of this approach in more limited situations. LIGHT will be the next generation: it will combine context and content.
Existing Foundations -COIN and GSSD
Important research in two areas has already been completed that provides essential foundations for addressing the emergent and pressing challenges discussed above: the COntext INterchange Project (COIN) and the Global System for Sustainable Development (GSSD).
COIN
The COntext INterchange (COIN) Project has developed a basic theory, architecture, and software prototype for supporting intelligent information integration employing context mediation technology [MAD99, GBM*99, GoBM96, Goh96, SM91a] . We propose to utilize the foundation of COIN to develop theories and methodologies for our proposed System for Harmonized Information Processing (SHIP). A fundamental concept underlying such a system is the representation of knowledge as Collaborative Domain Spaces (CDSs). A CDS is a grouping of the knowledge including source schemas, data context, conversion functions, and source capabilities as related to a single domain ontology. The software components needed to provide harmonized information processing (i.e. through the use of a CDS or collections of linked CDSs) include a context mediation engine [BGL*00, Goh96], one or more ontology library systems, a context domain and conversion function management system, and a query execution and planner [Fynn97] . In addition, support tools are required to allow for applications' (i.e. receivers') context definition and source definitions to be added and removed easily (i.e., schemas, contexts, capabilities). Developing such a flexible, scalable software platform will require significant additional research in a number of key research areas as described in Section 2.4.
GSSD
The Global System for Sustainable Development serves as an Internet-based platform for exploring the contents transmitted through different forms of information access, provision, and integration across multiple information sources, languages, cultural contexts, and ontologies. GSSD has an extensive, quality-controlled set of ontologies related to system sustainability (specifically, to sources of instability and alternative responses and actions), with reference to a large set of specific domains related to the field of international relations. In addition, GSSD has made considerable gains into understanding and undertaking the organization and management of large scale, distributed, and diverse research teams, including cross-national (China and Japan, and countries in the Middle East and Europe) and institutional partners (private, public, and international agencies). Designed and implemented by social scientists, GSSD is seen as demonstrating 'opportunities for collaboration and new technologies,' according to the National Academy of Engineering [RAC01, p. viii] . GSSD databases cover issues related to dynamics of conflict, as well as other domains relevant to our proposed research, such as population, migration, refugees, unmet human needs, as well as evolving efforts at strategic and coordinated international actions. {As an example, for 'population' see ]} GSSD provides a rich testing ground for the technologies we propose to develop, including automated methods for information aggregation from various sources, context mediation capabilities, customized information retrieval capabilities, and ontology representations.
Research Team
Due to the multi-disciplinary nature of LIGHT, we have composed a research team that is uniquely qualified to conduct this work. The PIs of this project come from MIT's School of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences (Choucri), School of Engineering (Madnick and Wang) , and School of Management (Siegel and Madnick) , and the students who will contribute significantly to the research come from all these diverse Schools. Furthermore, the PIs have extensive research experience in critical areas characterized by rapid change, system instabilities, and demands for rapid response to information need. These are all necessary to accomplish the goals of this project.
Proposal Organization
The remainder of this proposal elaborates on the intended research tasks. Section 2 describes research needs in IT theory and technologies. How these capabilities can address the national priorities is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 provides a brief description of the new laboratory, its intellectual and research strategy, and how it will ensure coherence among the components of the project and also handle outreach and dissemination activities. Finally Section 5 presents the anticipated contributions of the project, with a focus on educational impacts.
Section 2. IT Theory and Technology Research
Needs for Harmonized Information Processing and Collaborative Domain Spaces
Advances in computing and networking technologies now allow extensive volumes of data to be gathered, organized, and shared on an unprecedented scale and scope. Unfortunately, these newfound capabilities by themselves are only marginally useful if the information cannot be easily extracted and gathered from disparate sources, if the information is represented with different interpretations, and if it must satisfy differing user needs [MHR00, MAD99, CFM*01]. The data requirements (e.g., scope, timing) and the sources of the data (e.g., government, industry, global organizations) are extremely diverse. It is proposed that the application focus for this research effort be in the domains of the national priority areas with specific emphasis on national and homeland security, which by definition, takes into account internal as well as external dimensions of relations among actors in both the public and the private domains.
This research effort will: 1. Analyze the data and technology requirements for the categories of problems described in Section 1; 2. Research, design, develop and test extensions and improvements to the underlying COIN and GSSD theory and components; 3. Provide a scalable, flexible platform for servicing the range of applications described in Section 1; and 4. Demonstrate the effectiveness of the theories, tools, and methodologies through technology transfer to other collaborating organizations.
Illustrative Example of Information Extraction, Dissemination, and Interpretation Challenges
As an illustration of the problems created by information disparities, let us refer back to the example introduced in Section 1.3. The question was: what are the impacts of CO 2 emissions on economic performance in Yugoslavia. It is necessary to draw data from diverse sources such as CIA Worldbook (for current boundaries), World Resources Institute (for CO 2 emissions), and the World Bank (for economic data). There are many additional information challenges that had not been explicitly noted earlier, such as:
Information Extraction: Some of the sources may be full relational databases, in which case there is the issue of remote access. In many other cases, the sources may be traditional HTML web sites, which are fine for viewing from a browser but not effective for combining data or performing calculations (other than manually "cut & paste"). Other sources might be tables in a text file, Word document, or even a spreadsheet. Although the increasing use of eXtensible Markup Language (XML) will reduce some of these interchange problems [MAD01], we will continue to live in a very heterogeneous world for quite a while to come. So we must be able to extract information from all types of sources.
Information Dissemination: Different users want the resulting "answers" expressed in different ways. Some will want to see the desired information displayed in their web browser but others might want the answers to be deposited into a database, spreadsheet, XML document, or application program for further processing.
Information Interpretation: Although the problems of information extraction and dissemination will be addressed in this research, the most difficult challenges involve information interpretation. Specifically, an example question is: "What is the change of CO 2 emissions per GDP in Yugoslavia before and after the Balkans war?"
Before the war (time T0), the entire region was one country. Data for CO 2 emissions was in thousands of tons/year, and GDP was in billions of Yugoslavian Dinars. After the war (time T1), Yugoslavia only has two of its original five provinces; the other three provinces are now four independent countries, each with its own currency. The size and population of the country, now known as Yugoslavia, has changed. Even Yugoslavia has introduced a new currency to combat hyperinflation.
From the perspective of any one agency, UNEP for example, the question: "How have CO 2 emissions per GDP changed in Yugoslavia after the war?" may have multiple interpretations. Not only does each source have its own context, but so does each user (also referred to as a receiver). For example, does the user mean Yugoslavia as the original geographic area (depicted as user 1 in Table 2 ) or as the legal entity, which has changed size (user 2). To answer the question correctly, we have to use the changing context information. A simple calculation based on the "raw" data will not give the right answer. As seen earlier, the calculation will involve many steps, including selecting necessary sources, making appropriate conversions, and using correct calculations. Furthermore, each receiver context may require data expressed in different ways, such as: tons/million USD or kilograms/billion Euro.
Although seemingly simple, this example addresses some of the most complex issues in NHS: namely the impact of changing legal jurisdictions and sovereignties on (a) state performance, (b) salience of socio-political stress, (c) demographic shifts and (d) estimates of economic activity, as critical variables of note. Extending this example to the case of the former Soviet Republics, before and after independence, is conceptually the same type of challenge -with greater complexity. For example, the US Department of Defense may be interested in demographic distributions (by ethnic group) around oil fields and before and after independence. Alternatively, UNEP may be interested in CO 2 emissions per capita from oil-producing regions. Foreign investors, however, may be interested in insurance rates before and after independence. The fact that the demise of the Soviet Union led to the creation of a large number of independent and highly diverse states is a reminder that the Yugoslavia example is far from unique. It highlights a class of increasingly complex information reconciliation problems. Many of the new states in Central Asia may also rank high as potential targets and bases for global terrorism.
The information shown in italics in Table 2 (e.g., "population in millions") illustrates context knowledge. Sometimes this context knowledge is explicitly provided with the source data (but still must be accessed and processed), but often it must be found from other sources. The good news is that such context knowledge almost always exists, though widely distributed within and across organizations. Thus, a central focus of this part of the effort is the acquisition, organization, and effective intelligent usage of distributed context knowledge to support information harmonization and collaborative domains. 
Research Platform
The MIT COntext INterchange (COIN) project has developed a platform including a theory, architecture, and basic prototype for such intelligent harmonized information processing. COIN is based on database theory and mediators [Wied92, Wied99] . Context Interchange is a mediation approach for semantic integration of disparate (heterogeneous and distributed) information sources as described in [BGL*00 and GBM*99]. The Context Interchange approach includes not only the mediation infrastructure and services, but also wrapping technology and middleware services for accessing the source information and facilitating the integration of the mediated results into end-users applications (see Figure 1 ). Local Store
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The wrappers are physical and logical gateways providing uniform access to the disparate sources over the network [Chen99, FMS00a, FMS00b] The result of the mediation is a mediated query. To retrieve the data from the disparate information sources, the mediated query is then transformed into a query execution plan, which is optimized, taking into account the topology of the network of sources and their capabilities. The plan is then executed to retrieve the data from the various sources, then results are composed and sent to the receiver.
The knowledge needed for harmonization is formally modeled in a COIN framework [Goh96] , The COIN framework is a mathematical structure offering a robust foundation for the realization of the Context Interchange strategy. The COIN framework comprises a data model and a language, called COINL, of the Frame-Logic (FLogic) family [KLW95, DT95] . The framework is used to define the different elements needed to implement the strategy in a given application:
• The Domain Model is a collection of rich types (semantic types) defining the domain of discourse for the integration strategy; • Elevation Axioms for each source identify the semantic objects (instances of semantic types) corresponding to source data elements and define integrity constraints specifying general properties of the sources; • Context Definitions define the different interpretations of the semantic objects in the different sources and/or from a receiver's point of view. The comparison and conversion procedure itself is inspired by and takes advantage of a formal logical framework of Abductive Logic Programming [viz., KKT93]. One of the main advantages of the COIN abductive logic programming approach is the simplicity with which it can be used to formally combine and implement features of query processing, semantic query optimization and constraint programming.
Research Tasks and Expected Contributions in Integrating Systems (int) and Data (dmc) Involving Complex and Interdependent Social Systems (soc)
Sometimes research is viewed as either "impossible" or "trivial." We believe that the thirteen research goals below ideally match the "high risk, high impact" goals of the NSF ITR. First, they build on our proven COIN and GSSD efforts and, in many cases, we have working papers describing approaches toward solutions (due to space limitations, it is difficult to present many details) -so we strongly believe that our goals are definitely "possible." On the other hand, each of these research goals separately is challenging and we also believe that no one has attempted to accomplish them all in unison, so it is definitely "not trivial." Even if we succeed in accomplishing only a subset of these goals, it would be a major contribution -but our goal is to accomplish and integrate them all.
1. Extended Domain of Knowledge -Equational Context. In addition to the representational context knowledge currently handled by the COIN framework, we need to perform research to add capabilities for both the representation and reasoning to provide support for equational [FGM02] context. Equational context refers to the knowledge such as "average GDP per person (AGDP)" means "total GDP" divided by "population." In some data sources, AGDP explicitly exists (possibly with differing names and in differing units), but in other cases it may not explicitly exist but could be calculated by using "total GDP" and "population" from one or more sources -if that knowledge existed and was used effectively. We propose to extend the original COIN design to exploit simultaneous symbolic equation solving techniques through the use of Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [Früh98] , a high-level language extension of constraint logic programming (CLP). This extension, coupled with our context based approach to detecting and reconciling data semantics, provides an elegant and powerful solution to the problem of detecting and resolving equational conflicts. This combines the advantages of logic programming and constraint solving by providing a declarative approach to solving problems, while at the same allowing users to employ special purpose algorithms in the sub problems. {See [FMG02] for more details on proposed solution approach.} 2. Extended Domain of Knowledge -Temporal Context. Temporal context refers to variations in context not only across sources but also over time. Thus, the implied currency for France's GDP prior to 2002 might be French Francs, but after 2002 it is Euros. If one were performing a longitudinal study over multiple years from multiple sources, it is essential that variation in context over time be understood and processed appropriately. A seemingly straightforward variable like the size of 'military expenditures' across countries is defined differently depending on the rules of inclusion or exclusion (for example, military pensions) used in different jurisdictions. Changes in territorial boundaries signal changes in jurisidiction, and often changes in modes of information provision and formatting. This is a common problem facing a new government after a revolution. We propose to augment the COIN context knowledge representation to include a specification of the history of all contextual attributes in the ontology. Mathematically, it is set of <contextual_attribute, history> pairs, where history is a set of <value, valid_interval> pairs. Then temporal reasoning can be treated as a constraint solving problem, using constraint handling rules similar to [Früh94] . {See [ZMS04] for more details on proposed solution approach.} 3. Extended Domain of Knowledge -Entity Aggregation Context. Entity aggregation addresses the reality that we often have multiple interpretations of what constitutes an entity. We have already seen that example in the multiple interpretations of what is meant by "Yugoslavia." This situation occurs in many other cases, such as does "IBM" include "Lotus Development Corp" (a wholly-owned subsidiary)? The frequent answer is "depends on the context." We have defined this problem as "corporate householding" [MWZ02] . This is a common occurrence and challenge in many aspects of national and homeland security. Corporate householding entity aggregation problems are very similar to traditional COIN applications in the sense that entity aggregation also involves different source and receiver contexts. Under different contexts, an entity may or may not need to be aggregated. The semantic types in the ontology can be divided into two categories -corporate structure related and task related. Corporate structure related semantic types represent common concepts in organizational structure and entity aggregation, and thus are useful in any entity aggregation problems; the task related semantic types are specific to particular applications. The COIN reasoning process will be extended to comprehend the general semantics of the organization hierarchies that must be navigated. {See [MWX03] for more details on proposed solution approach.} 4. Linked Collaborative Domain Spaces. The existing COIN framework provides representation and reasoning capabilities for a single domain. Although there are a number of ontology library systems that allow for management of multiple ontologies [DSW*99, DFen01 Fensel01, HelfH00], they have limitations in scalability and dynamically incorporating new ontological knowledge. Especially, they lack the capability of representing rich context knowledge needed for reconciling differences among sources. The primary focus of this overall research effort is the ability to operate in a multi-disciplinary environment across multiple linked collaborative domain spaces. The representational capabilities to relate concepts across domains, and efficiently maintain the effectiveness of these collaborative domain spaces is critically important -especially in an environment where we believe the underlying domains themselves will continually undergo evolution. For some users, the reality of domain shifts itself is the defining feature of interest [Nuna01] . {See [Kal03] for more details on proposed solution approach.} 5. Advanced Mediation Reasoning and Services. The COIN abductive logic framework can also be extrapolated to problem areas such as integrity management, view updates and intensional updates for databases [Chu00] . Because of the clear separation between the generic abductive procedure for query mediation and the declarative logical definition of domain models and source and receiver contexts, we are able to adapt our mediation procedure to new situations such as mediated consistency management across disparate sources, mediated update management of one or more database using heterogeneous external auxiliary information, or mediated monitoring of changes. An update asserts that certain data objects must be made to have certain values in the updater's context. By combining the update assertions with the COIN logical formulation of context semantics, we can determine whether the update is unambiguous and feasible in the target context, and if so, what source data updates must be made to achieve the intended results. If ambiguous or otherwise infeasible, the logical representation may be able to indicate what additional constraints would clarify the updater's intention sufficiently for the update to proceed. We will build upon the formal system underlying our current framework, abductive reasoning, and extend the expressiveness and the reasoning capabilities leveraging ideas developed in different yet similar frameworks such as Description Logic and classification, as well as ongoing in Semantic Web research. By selecting applications, where fundamental shifts in relationships, systems, and pressures, we are opting for the 'tough test' where the underlying domain is highly dynamic even volatile.
6. Automatic Source Selection. A natural extension is to leverage context knowledge to achieve contextbased automatic source selection. One particular kind of context knowledge useful to enable automatic source selection is the content scope of data sources. Data sources differ either significantly or subtly in their coverage scopes. In a highly diverse environment with hundreds and thousands of data sources, differences of content scopes can be valuably used to facilitate effective and efficient data source selection. Integrity constraints in COINL and the consistency checking component of the abductive procedure provide the basic ingredients to characterize the scope of information available from each source, to efficiently rule out irrelevant data sources and thereby speed up the selection process. For example, a query requesting information about companies with assets lower than $2 million can avoid accessing a particular source based on knowledge of integrity constraints stating that the source only reports information about companies listed in the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), and that companies must have assets larger than $10 million to be listed in the NYSE. In general, integrity constraints express necessary conditions imposed on data. However, more generally, a notion of completeness degree of the domain of the source with respect to the constraint captures a richer semantic information and allows more powerful source selection. For instance, a source could contain exactly or at least all the data verifying the constraint (e.g., all the companies listed in the NYSE are reported in the source). The source may be influenced by institutional objectives, resulting in major differences in metrics (for concepts like 'terrorism') due to differences in definitions of the concept itself. In cases of violent conflict, casualty reports vary significantly largely because of differences in definitions of the variable (ie who is being counted). {See [TM98] for more details on proposed solution approach.} 7. Source Quality. Not only do the sources vary in semantic meaning, they also vary in quality, and they do so in various ways. We must be able to represent and reason about the quality attributes of the sources. Although there has been some basic research on modeling the semantics of data quality [WKM93] , significant additional research must be done to advance and formalize these notions and then incorporate them into the SHIP system. {See [Mad03] for more recent details on proposed solution approach.} 8. Attribution Knowledge Processing. For quality assessment and other reasons, it is important to know the attribution of the sources [LCN*99, LMB98]. For example, it can be important to know that although three different sources agree on a controversial piece of the information (e.g., casualties in the Afghanistan war), all three sources acquired that information from the same, maybe questionable, origin source. {See [Lee02] for more recent details on proposed solution approach.} 9. Domain Knowledge Processing -Improving Computer Performance. While domain and context knowledge processing has been shown to have considerable conceptual value [CZ98, MBM*98, LMS96b, SW92], its application in real situations requires both efficiency and scalability across large numbers of sources, quantities and kinds of data, and demand for services. The scalability and optimization of this mediation processing for large numbers of sources across multiple collaborative domains and contexts will be important. In a heterogeneous and distributed environment, the mediator transforms a query written in terms known in the user or application program context (i.e., according to the user's or program's assumptions and knowledge) into one or more queries in terms of component sources. Individual subqueries at this stage may involve one or multiple sources. Subsequent planning, optimization and execution phases [AKS96, Fynn97] take into account the limitations of the sources and the topology and costs of the network (especially when dealing with non-database sources, such as web pages or web services). The execution phase schedules execution of steps in the query execution plan and the realization of the integrative operations not be handled by the sources individually (e.g. a join across sources). {See [Tar02] for more details on proposed solution approach.} 10. Domain Knowledge Acquisition -Improving Human Performance. Domain and context knowledge acquisition are also essential. One critical property to be emphasized is the independence of domains and sources. Our approach is non intrusive and respects source and receiver independence (i.e. autonomy). To effectively use the expressive power of the constructs and mechanisms in COIN, it is important that subject domain experts be able to easily provide the needed domain and context knowledge. It is therefore essential to develop an appropriate flexible methodology and tools supporting this methodology. Where a large number of independent information sources are accessed (as is now possible with the global Internet), flexibility, scalability, and non-intrusiveness will be of primary importance. Traditional tight-coupling approaches to semantic interoperability rely on the a priori creation of federated views on the heterogeneous information sources. These approaches do not scale-up efficiently or reliably given the complexity involved in constructing and maintaining a shared schema for a large number of possibly independently managed and evolving sources. Loose-coupling approaches rely on the user's intimate knowledge of the semantic conflicts between the sources and the conflict resolution procedures. This reliance becomes a drawback for scalability when this knowledge grows and changes as more sources join the system and when sources are changing. Our approach is a middle ground between these two approaches. It allows queries to the sources to be mediated, i.e. semantic conflicts to be identified and solved by a context mediator through comparison of contexts associated with the sources and receivers concerned by the queries. It only requires the minimum adoption of a common Domain Model, such as that developed for GSSD, that defines the domain of discourse of the application. {See [Lee03] for more details on proposed solution approach.} 11. Relationship with Evolving Semantic Web. Although the initial COIN and GSSD research and theories preceded the emerging activities now described as the Semantic Web, there are many areas of overlap, especially involving the development of the OWL ontology standards and the use of rules and reasoning. The LIGHT research will contribute to the maturing of the Semantic Web and, at the same time, LIGHT will exploit relevant ontologies, standards and tools that emerge from the Semantic Web activities.
12. Operational System for Harmonized Information Processing. A critical goal of this project is to develop a fully operational System for Harmonized Information Processing (SHIP), a distributed information grid infrastructure, that will be used to support the types of challenges listed in Section 1, incorporating all the components identified above. It is essential that this system be developed with maximum flexibility and extensibility that will permit new and existing applications to seamlessly extract data from an array of changing heterogeneous sources. The utility of many data bases in the national priority areas is seriously constrained by the difficulties of reconciling known disparities and conflicts within and across sources. (Data reconciliation itself has become an important focus of scholarly inquiry in various parts in political science, as recognized by the NSF).
13. Policy Implications Regarding Data Use and Re-use. There are widely differing views regarding the use and re-use of even publicly available information. In particular, the USA has taken a largely "laissez faire" approach whereas the European Union is pursuing a much more restrictive policy (as embodied in its "Data Base Directive"). We have started to apply principles from the domain of economics to develop a more scientific approach to studying and evaluating the current and proposed policies and legislation in this area. {See [ZMS02] for more details on proposed solution approach.} Section 3. National Priority Area Research -Focus on National and Homeland Security (NHS) National and homeland security (NHS) is our primary research priority area. In this section, we describe some of the most fundamental barriers to the reliable use of information systems in this area. They are also directly relevant to EVS and ASE. 
Pressing Demands on Information Systems
The proliferation of new actors on the international landscape (i.e. new states, non-governmental organizations, cross-border political groups, non-state actors, international institutions, global firms, etc.) reflects diverse perspectives, creates new sources of data, legacy problems, and new difficulties for access, interpretation and management. A persistent challenge to national security is to reduce the distinction between reality and representation. Reality is the empirical domain and is the referent of representations. Representations (ontologies) are idealized frameworks that identify salient aspects of reality and allow us to organize and manipulate them as information. The properties of the database scheme or application ontology define the domain of analysis, types of inferences, and nature of conclusions drawn. While representations are the interface to reality, organizations take action in reality. To date, efforts to address the problem of domain-specific representation in international relations remain costly and time consuming, yet acting without them may be even more costly -or simply impossible.
Indeed, an often cited recent review of empirical challenges in a noteworthy issue of International Political Science Review (2001), devoted to "Transformation of International Relations -Between Change and Continuity" arguing that "reconfiguration of the founding concepts of international relations … is linked to important paradigmatic changes" [Sind01, p. 224] and that state-centric modes of analysis and information configuration must be augmented by methods that help capture changes in both structure and process in the international arena. This is one of the major challenges in the new domain of inquiry, termed CyberPolitics, as noted in the International Political Science Review (2000) issue "CyberPolitics in International Relations" [Cho00] which identifies new directions of research, research priorities, and critical next steps. {For social science logic application see [Cho99] }.
Defining the Research Problem: The Paradox of Plenty
While there exists no 'single authoritative view' of the international relations field as a whole, Katzenstien, Keohane, and Krasner, eds. [KKK99] , illustrate dominant trends in the non-quantitative aspects of the field. By contrast, in quantitative international politics (QIP), theory development and analysis is more data-driven and thus invariably more vulnerable to limitations of information systems. Earlier quantitative works, such as Hoole and Zinnes [HZ76] and Russett [Russ72] , as well as the more recent advances by Levy [Levy89] , Choucri and North [ChoN93] , Choucri, North and Yamakage [ChoNY92] , and Pollins and Schweller [SP99] , illustrate the general progression in the field and the persistent data representation problems. Concurrently, [Alk96] highlighted some analogous and fundamental challenges to humanistic approaches to international studies, illustrated by ranges of computer-assisted applications. Further, in the issue of International Studies Quarterly [CR96] devoted to evolutionary perspectives in international relations, leading scholars such as George Modelski, Robert Gilpin, Cioffi-Revilla, and others, articulated the importance of transformation and adaptation over time, as an important departure from the common focus on discrete events, or retrospective case-based interpretation, so dominant in the field. By far the most succinct statement about data reconciliation problems is made by a leading scholar who proceeds to demonstrate in considerable detail the "semantic carelessness … [that can] stand in the way of cumulative research" and then identifies a large set of specific examples that may be particular to international relations, but "most seem to be found all across the discipline [of political science]." [Singer, 2001:604] The Paradox of Plenty is this. Despite the abundance of existing data and information, there is a paucity in the consistency, reliability, and connectivity of the information. For example, in the conflict theory and analysis domain, advances in the long tradition of tracking wars and casualties have been severely hampered by the difficulties of generating an integrated approach to diverse information resources, drawing upon large scale collaborative efforts in the profession and undertaken by a large number of research groups, nationally and internationally. The same point holds for the cooperation theory domain where, for example, efforts to measure "regime formation" and "compliance" in a wide range of specific issue-areas are hampered by the diversity of ontologies, data meanings, metrics and methods.
Context Mediation Research for National Security
Increasingly, the nation's intelligence agencies rely on information from all over the world to anticipate, identify, and develop strategic responses to security threats. As noted in [NRC02, p.304]: "Although there are many private and public databases that contain information potentially relevant to counter terrorism programs, they lack the necessary context definitions (i.e., metadata) and access tools to enable interoperation with other databases and the extraction of meaningful and timely information." The tragic events of 9/11/2001 starkly indicate how changes in the scale, scope, type, and intensity of external threats to national security is surpassing existing practices in information access, interpretation, and utilization --in both the scientific and policy-making communities.
The Paradox of Plenty is amply demonstrated by the large number of data sets compiled by international relations scholars on conflict, crises and war that are now found in central repositories such as the InterUniversity Consortium for Political Science Research (ICPSR), the Harvard MIT-Data Center, and others. Despite decades of painstaking research, cumulativeness remains hampered by barriers to information reconciliation. There are no mechanisms for extracting coherent and integrated information from these data sets, since the variables are defined differently, the formatting varies, the content is represented in different forms, and updated variously. It is nearly impossible to utilize these sets for purposes other than those intended by the initial compilers, and it is even more difficult to merge, streamline, or normalize. The NSF sponsored Data Documentation Initiative (DDI) offers the prospect of formal XML-based documentation of the coding and structure of social science data sets. The Context Mediation research proposed here will draw on the DDI results and enable information extraction and fusion in a collaborative environment hitherto unreachable {for details see, http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/DDI/index.html.} For example, among the most notable data sets of the Correlates of War Project, a highly respected and well-structured data set, wars are reported in dyads, i.e. country X -country Y. Data are reported by war-months, for the warring dyads, devoid of context, which means that we cannot determine if it was an offensive or defensive war, or readily extract other salient features of the "situation." These problems could be reduced if systematic comparisons could be made with relevant information from other data sets (such as the CIA Factbook and the Uppsala Conflict Database). Achieving this integration of data sets on attributes and activities of states over time requires the ability to reconcile different coding schemes representing states as well as the ability to track and integrate the impacts of changes in territorial and jurisdictional boundaries (using, for example, the Uppsala Territorial Change data set). Working from the opposite direction, the CASCON research [BM97] developed a set of policy relevant factors relating to the potential for violence in conflict situations, but requires laborious hand coding of each new conflict that arises. With the technology developed in this project, it should be possible to connect many of these factors to available data sources and thereby enable fact patterns to be readily filled in so that the method can be more readily applied to supporting the policy analytic process.
These are the challenges that we seek to address with development of the next generation of context mediation technologies in LIGHT. New technologies cannot alter shifting realities, but they can provide functionalities to reduce barriers to information access, use, re-use, customization and interpretation.
Research Design in Practice -Approach, Test-Applications, Implementation
Approach
The proposed research design is based on the structural differentiation among contextual conditions, and on the type of gap between the variable of interest, the referent (such as actor, issue, institution, etc.) and the information-system and its properties, the representation. The goal is to reduce the gap between the two and increase the representation power of the information systems. Toward this end, we address the context of content develop specific classes of tools to represent context-types, and approach these computationally through test applications. For each of the test applications in the research design (see below) we will focus on (i) properties of the context-situation; (ii) properties of the data features, (iii) properties of the data collection agencies.
Test-Applications
The research tasks identified in Section 2 above are framed below in terms of the 'tough case', i.e. reducing barriers to information access and use when the properties of the problem themselves are changing as a function of unfolding conflicts and contentions, and when the demands for information change in the course of the contentions. The research design includes three sets of test applications selected because of their known and powerful impediment to national security analysis. (Each of these context-problems has some similarities with the Balkans example earlier, but each highlights added complexities).
(1) Shifts in Spacial Configuration -e.g. the territorial boundaries problem. As any student of international relations knows, the dissolution of the Soviet Union is a major, but far from unique reconfiguration of territorial boundaries. Several data bases seek to capture these changes, and below we refer to one such example with cases spanning well over one century .
(2) Disconnects in Definitions of 'Conflict' -e.g. the wars and casualties problem. Of the leading 10 data sets on international conflict and violence over time, no two data sets are synchronized or reconciled (see below for two examples)., (3) Distortions due to Data Temporality -e.g. economic and political 'currency' problem. The ongoing experiment in Europe on the formal shift from national currencies to the Euro must be addressed if we are to ask: How extensive are the individual countries' investments in their military systems compared to each other, to the US, and to past commitments?
Implementation & Examples
To deploy the technical work put forth in Section 2 toward solving specific problems in the NHS domain, we propose to proceed in the following steps (with of a degree of overlap as needed): (1) identify the referent situations, such as shifts in the Balkan countries' boundaries, war casualties in region X, or US troop casualties over the past X years, (2) create the case-catalogue, i.e. in such cases, list of all spacial reconfigurations over the past 20 years, and verify the degree of congruence among alternative sources for representing the shifts, (3) identify the similarities and differences between the variable definitions of the problem in various information systems or relevant data bases and compare these to the topic and/or domain specific ontology in GSSD, (4) Use the results to design context features for computational purposes of new context mediation tools, (5) construct the pilot study for the case in point, (6) test viability of specifications against at least three different information systems or data bases (see below), and on this basis, (7) make adjustments, changes, etc. and, (8) undertake the actual test-application To illustrate parts of the research design, we refer below to test-application Case 2, namely, international conflict and war, so fundamental to the nation's security. For example, the Correlates of War Project (COW) and the Project on Assessing Soceital and Systemic Impact of Warfare (SSIW), both deal with deaths due to violence and hostility, but they define war (terms and categories) in different ways: COW defines war as "sustained armed combat between two or more state member of the international system which meets the violence threshold", and uses 1,000 battle-related fatalities as the threshold, with no fixed time within which these deaths must occur, and proceed to differentiate between intra-state war, interstate war, and extra-state war (each defined specifically). ASSW develops a 10-point scale for assessing magnitude, intensity, and severity of war, differentiating among interstate warfare, wars of independence, civil warfare, ethnic warfare, and genocide.) In the absence of a common frame of reference spanning these two information systems it is extremely difficult to get a sense of what in fact may have taken place (i.e. clarifying the 'dependent' variable as a necessary precursor to statistical, simulation, modeling or policy analysis of any type.) For this reason, we propose to use the ontology for the 'conflict and war' domain developed for GSSD. as our research platform, to provide the base line for developing the new operational ontology. This latter task, of course, is guided by the dominant theories of conflict and war in international relations. {See "Using GSSD-GSSD Knowledge Strategy" at http://gssd.mit.edu/GSSD/gssden.nsf } At the same time, however, we know from historical and situational analysis that the very act of war (variously defined) is often preceded by, or results in, territorial shifts in legal political jurisdiction. This means that (a) reconciliation of definitions is only the first step; (b) accounting for spatial reconfiguration is a necessary next step. Both steps must be completed before we can address the question of 'how many casualties? Interestingly, the Territorial Change Coding Manual, showing the different dimensions across which spatial changes are coded, notes that these include "at least one nation-state" of the COW information system, and then identifies six specific procedures by which special changes take place (conquest, annexation, cession, secession, unification, mandated territory) -and as any international lawyer knows, these are contentious conditions.
The current information base for the GSSD research platform currently consists of web based resources from over 250 institutions worldwide, representing a diverse set of data sets by type, scale and scope that is then cross-referenced and cross-indexed for ease of retrieval and analysis, according to an integrated and coherent conceptual framework covering the knowledge domain [Cho01] . The domain consists of a hierarchical and nested representation spanning 14 key socio-economic 'sectors' of human activities, attendant known problems to date related to each, responses to these problems, in terms of scientific and technological activities, social and regulatory instruments, as well as modes of international collaboration. .GSSD is chosen as a research platform because it: (1) provides a domain-specific ontology based on rigorous applications of social science theories, and related domains in science and technology, (2) offers practical reasoning rules for forming additional ontologies, (3) presents scenarios for broad applications of the new technologies to be developed in this project, (4) regularly updates its representation of, and links to, large and important set of information sources, and (5) spans local and global data information sources.
Generalizing the Research Tasks and Expected Contributions
To illustrate specific aspects of the research design, we note two key tasks:
Undertake a comprehensive information-base survey.
First is to more fully understand attributes of the data types in the GSSD knowledge base that are relevant to the specific domain selected for a test-application. The anticipated contributions of this phase include: (a) an assessment of the context of data types within the domain, including the following aspects: data source, format, organization, equational and temporality attributes, provision rules, and utility for user-driven query; and (b) typologies of barriers to access, noted above.
Conduct an extensive multi-disciplinary and distributed user survey for the test-applications
Second, is to develop and apply methods to survey current and future information demands from diverse NHS actors, differentiated in terms of (i) data users, (ii) data providers, and (iii) data intermediaries (or brokers). Test cases to capture the impacts and represent the views of different user types on information and data needs will emerge from this assessment. Specific deliverables include:
(a) Multi-dimensional assessments of information demand from different user types within the diverse conflict domains noted earlier (e.g. sections 1.2.1 and 1.3), based on surveys, workshops, and in-depth interviews.
(b) Development of new or refined ontologies and a knowledge repository to represent specific NHS domains and provide a test bed for the emergent information technologies.
(c) Refined substantive applications of the new technologies for enhancing information capabilities in theory and methods development, and results of tests for effectiveness of the design. This would demonstrate the performance of the technologies' domain specific and practical applications test cases, and to generate some guidelines of relevance for similarly complex domains.
(d) Collaborative assessments and evaluations of the technologies' effectiveness to address NHS information issues and LIGHT's capacity for scalability and cross-domain applicability.
Section 4. Laboratory for Information Globalization and Harmonization Technologies
The Laboratory for Information Globalization and Harmonization Technologies (LIGHT will be established to address the strategy, application, development and deployment of this next generation of intelligent information technologies that are designed to support the national priority areas. Its purpose is to examine 'frontier' issues, such as transformations in patterns of conflict and cooperation, changes in modes of international business, emergent dimensions of globalization and system change, negotiation systems for new global accords, among others. In addition to the research activities, the lab will host the technical infrastructure of the project, in particular our System for Harmonized Information Processing (SHIP), and the publication and dissemination of research tools and findings, and will serve as a focal point for new educational and research initiatives, both here and overseas.
In practice, the research activities in this multidisciplinary Laboratory will bring together faculty and students with interdisciplinary interests and activities from a number of departments of MIT, including Information Technologies, Political Science, Management Science, and the Technology, Management and Policy program, as well as key research centers relevant to this work, notably the Center for eBusiness (CeB), Center for Technology, Innovation, and Policy Development (CTIPD), the Center for International Studies (CIS), and the Laboratory for Energy and Environment (LFEE).
More specifically, the proposed Laboratory will be the central entity for producing products in four areas: (1) Software Platforms, (2) Knowledge Repositories, (3) Application Demonstrations, and (4) Education and Research. The software platforms will include but not be limited to: SHIP with Collaborative Domains Spaces (CDS) including one or more Ontology Library Systems, Context and Conversion Management Systems, Context Mediation Engine, Execution and Planning Module, and Application and Source Support Tools. The Knowledge Context Repositories will include the NHS domain specific knowledge represented in ontologies, context and conversion libraries, source schemas and capabilities. The Application Demonstrations will be developed at MIT, with the participation of the Project collaborators, nationally and internationally. Significant efforts will be placed on technology transfer and open source Web presence.
In Education and Research, the Laboratory will have three sets of outreach activities to the scholarly and the policy communities: (a) an ongoing Workshop on Innovations in Harmonizing Information, designed largely for experimental work across disciplines and domains, (b) a periodic Symposium on Advances in Information Technology in National Priority Areas, targeted as an interface to the national and international policy-making communities, and (c) a web site that will include access to our SHIP, host the Studies, house ongoing research activities, and useful links that are relevant to our research, as well as electronic discussion forums. The Laboratory will also issue its own working papers and, as appropriate, organize its Book series, potentially with the MIT Press, and it will coordinate the Project's educational activities, research materials, and outreach initiatives.
We have designed an initial plan for engaging women, underrepresented minorities, and persons with disabilities in this effort, in particular, we support travel and registration expenses to LIGHT workshops and conferences and, as part of MIT's Affirmative Action policy and institutional support, will attempt to recruit for the post-doc position.
Section 5. Anticipated Contributions and Broader Impacts
This project will lead to major advances in information technology and applicable to the national priority areas. The outcomes of this innovative project will address many of the challenges facing our nation:
1. Theory and Technology. This project will produce a robust platform, the LIGHT System for Harmonization of Information Processing (SHIP), for effective and meaningful information interchange among very large scale (in terms of size and geographical locations) and diversified (in terms of media, schemas, and domains) systems. Reliability of systems will be significantly improved by dynamically incorporating semantically equivalent sources into the interconnected system. The general-purpose platform will allow new applications to be built quickly to facilitate information sharing among diverse groups of people, devices, and software systems. Since the platform will facilitate semantic level information interchange, any information receiver (people, devices, or software) can obtain customized information accurately and in a form and meaning that the receiver prefers.
2. Address National Priorities. This project will significantly augment the effective use of information in our society and expand the frontiers of political science and information technology. This has important applicability for increasing national security and prevention and attribution of terrorism. These findings will help to meet the goal of improved information utilization that also can be applied and extended to other important areas, such as economic effective of our society and advances in science and engineering. Through international collaborators we will be able to obtain a more robust handle on matters of context, culture, multiple interpretations, multilingualism, imperatives of localization, etc. This contribution also will lead to more effective use of information in society enabling more informed citizen participation.
3. Knowledge acquisition and interpretation. Two of the fundamental goals of this project are (1) the acquisition of information context knowledge (both for sources and users) and (2) the ability to use our proposed SHIP's reasoning ability about this knowledge to correctly and effectively organize and interpret the information.
4. Education. Our project will contribute to education in specific ways: it will help to transform the traditional IT educational setting by incorporating various disciplines into the development of new IT theories and tools. In addition, by facilitating the integrated study of complex issues, this research will help to develop and foster new multidisciplinary learning environments. Our project will also contribute to the education of new researchers, including post-doctoral associates, graduate students, and undergraduate students, who will take an active role in the research of this project. We anticipate that the impact to education will be profound and continuous as our international collaborators begin to adapt the project's curricula to their own contexts, educational programs, and institutional conditions. We propose to interface with the MIT OpenCourseWare administration to draw on the most recent educational technology outreach system.
In conclusion, the research team plans to utilize the technical infrastructure and intellectual advances developed by the new Laboratory for Information Globalization and Harmonization Technologies (LIGHT) to share its findings and encourage collaboration with the broader research community. The materials that will be publicly available on the Internet include: literature reviews, survey results, theoretical models, reports, the System for Harmonized Information Processing technology, other analyses conducted during the life cycle of the project, and an evaluative discussion forum. We expect the results will generate profound impacts for the research, education, and various practitioner communities, as well as society, in general.
COORDINATION PLAN AND INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIONS
Recognizing that advances in information technology are essential for achieving the NSF-defined national priorities, we propose to integrate and manage all components of the proposed research under a newly created laboratory, named the Laboratory for Information Globalization and Harmonization Technologies (LIGHT). The lab will oversee and coordinate all research activities, host the technical infrastructure, coordinate outreach activities of the project, and disseminate the products of LIGHTS research (such as publications, platforms, tools, and educational materials) and host the proposed Symposia and Workshops.
The laboratory will be jointly run by the co-PIs (Choucri, Madnick, Siegel, Wang) who have effectively worked together (in groups of two or three) on other projects. One of the PIs (Siegel) will take the key role in the day-to-day management and coordination of the Laboratory. This management team is dedicated to providing results that will directly address the information technology problems and applications central to national priorities in IT.
A steering committee of approximately eight individuals will be formed from the national and international collaborators, drawing approximately one individual from each of the categories listed below. This steering committee will meet at least twice annually and provide both feedback and priorities to this research effort.
The proposed project consists of three components that will focus on different, but related, areas of interest: (1) identifying barriers to access of information for education, research, decision making, and performance in the national priority areas, (2) development of new information technologies to address these needs, where there are multiple actors and domains of salience, and rapidly changing conditions, and (3) advancing innovation in the use of the technologies to facilitate interdisciplinary research and contribute to new education materials, approaches, tools, and methods.
The NHS research component will be directed by one PI (Choucri) and will include the efforts of one fulltime doctoral student and several research assistants. The IT development will be directed by one PI (Madnick) , with specific technical areas assigned to the other co-PIs (Siegel and Wang), and will include the efforts of one full-time doctoral student and several research assistants. The education component of the project will be supported by all four PIs, and will include the efforts of all full-time doctoral students and graduate research assistants. All of the PIs have considerable prior experience with the organization and management of large scale, international, diverse and distributed research projects.
At the foundation of this proposal is a network-in-place of national and international collaboration. These include a wide range of collaborators, each with their own distinctive operational context and expected participation. The list below names some of the initial collaborators that have verbally committed to this effort (letters of confirmation from thirteen of the collaborators, marked with *, have been included in the Supplemental Documents). The Table highlights four types of contributions: (1) reviewers (who contribute valuable input on the research), (2) data sources (who provide data for application testing), (3) users (potential users of the technology who help with the problem definition and who provide challenging test cases), and (4) active researchers (who will directly participate in and contribute to our research). None of these collaborators will be receiving any of the NSF funds, but they will significantly leverage the funds that are provided. Given the highly multi-disciplinary nature of this effort, the research will be supported by this outstanding and diverse research team of international collaborators, with multiple demographics, experiences, and qualifications. We strongly believe that this project will lead to important developments in domains of IT research and national priority areas. In particular, their intersection will have a significant impact on the way organizations (e.g., governments, companies, world bodies) understand, react to, and manage the significant global challenges (e.g., war, terrorism, environment) of the 21 st century.
Names and Institutions of Collaborators
FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT, AND OTHER RESOURCES COMPUTING EQUIPMENT AND DATA SOURCES
The Laboratory for Information Globalization and Harmonization Technologies and Studies, to be formed, will primarily use existing computing equipment from the Context Interchange Systems (COIN) laboratory (within the Information Technology group of MIT's Sloan School of Management) and the Global System for Sustainable Development (GSSD) project (within MIT's Center for International Studies and Political Science department.) Both facilities are located in the same building, and most on the same floor, so coordination will be easy.
Equipment currently available within the COIN lab includes two Sun Unix servers, two Windows NT servers, a Linux server, and 16 current generation Intel workstations running versions of Windows or Linux as appropriate for research needs. Available software includes Microsoft development, systems, and server platforms as well as open source resources for software development, knowledge management, and database management. The latest version of the COIN context mediation prototype, for knowledge representation and reasoning, was developed within this lab and this software infrastructure will constitute a starting point for the proposed effort.
In addition, we will draw on the two Pentium workstations and 3 Windows NT servers, and data sources of the GSSD. GSSD is the knowledge networking and management system for the Alliance for Global Sustainability (which includes MIT, University of Tokyo, Chalmers University-Sweden, and ETH -the Swiss Technical University System). GSSD mirror sites are maintained in France (École Nationale Supérieure des Mines de Saint Etienne), China (Ministry of Science and Technology) and Japan (University of Tokyo).
OTHER RESOURCES
As part of its dual and integrated focus on education and research, there are more than 3,000 ongoing projects on campus at MIT. These projects utilize shared centralized facilities, such as contemporary computational aids and library facilities, as well as specialized facilities of individual departments, research centers, and labs. Each project is affiliated with a nodal department, but can access resources in other parts of MIT. This project will draw particularly on MIT's extensive communications and network infrastructure.
The co-PIs are affiliated with various organizational units and research centers at MIT and will have access to their resources, especially the departments of Information Technologies, Political Science, Management Science, and the Technology, Management and Policy program, as well as key research centers, notably the Center for eBusiness (CeB), Center for Technology, Innovation, and Policy Development (CTIPD), the Center for International Studies (CIS), the Technology and Development Program (TDP), the Total Data Quality Management (TDQM) program, the Productivity from Information Technology (PROFIT) program, and the Laboratory for Energy and Environment (LFEE).
A primary mission of MIT is education and many MIT resources will be used to facilitate the development, testing, and deliver of new educational materials. In particular, we plan to work with MIT's OpenCourseWare initiative, which reflects MIT's institutional commitment to disseminate knowledge across the globe. One of the coPIs (Madnick) serves on the OCW Advisory Board. We will also make use of other media development, presentation, and transmission facilities, such as MIT's new Learning International Network Consortium (LINC), which supports collaboration and cooperation across international borders through technology-enabled media for higher quality education to 'learners' worldwide.
In this research effort we plan to work with collaborators as reviewers, data sources (who provide data for application testing), users (potential users of the technology who help with the problem definition and who provide challenging test cases), and active researchers (See Management Plan for more details). As a result of the active participation of these collaborators (i.e., international and governmental organizations, scientific research and policy institutions, researchers from institutions in developed and developing countries, global commercial firms, nonprofit organizations and universities) we expect to have access to and involve a number of resources from these organizations, including databases, applications, algorithm and theory development, software, and facilities for meetings and demonstrations.
B3. This project seeks to, and will, depend heavily on graduate and undergraduate students, as an important contribution to their education (in terms of basic research as well as the 'pre-testing' of educational materials we will prepare). For graduate students we will be using one doctoral and one masters student to focus on the development of the technology platform, SHIP. For the collection of NHS related data, the generation of new data, and integration of information on key data-generating institutions, we will be using an additional doctoral and an additional masters student. All students, including the undergraduates, will be assisting in the development of coursework, meetings, seminars and other outreach programs. In addition, for efforts such as conferences, courses, and larger meetings we can call upon our undergraduates and graduate students to assist. Such involvement has a multiplier benefit, namely that of providing these students with a closer working relationship with the project, tighter connections to their educational programs, and new experiences working with its collaborators --while limiting our support staff requirements. Graduate students are noted in Section B of the budget. Tuition support for graduate students is detailed in section G6.
B4.
We intend to involve undergraduate students as well, to assist the project in select tasks. More specifically, these students will be UROP (Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program) students. UROP is a unique program at MIT that has a long track record of providing undergraduates the ability to work with research projects while providing faculty with a low cost, low overhead, high motivation workforce. These students have proven to be particularly helpful in developing software, collecting data, and supporting faculty and advanced graduate students. We are requesting support for five UROP students for the duration of this project.
B5. This is a substantial project with global scope that will require careful support, in terms of clerical requirements as well as financial tracking and analysis. For this reason, we plan to fund 1/3 of the time of an administrative assistant. We believe this to be very conservative given our overall needs.
MIT budgeting guidelines:
(1) Non-faculty salaries are inflated at 3% per year on January 1 of each year (2) Faculty salaries are inflated at 3% per year on July 1 of each year
C1. Fringe Benefits
Employee Benefits are calculated at 25% of base salary for all staff positions.
D1. Equipment
This category includes all equipment with costs over $3000. At these costs MIT does not charge overhead on such equipment. Also, it is possible to make upgrades to this equipment without occurring additional overhead. A majority of the machine costs are included in this category because of the favorable overhead situation. Complete systems including peripherals can be priced in a bundle to fit into this budget line. In the first year we plan to use a larger sum ($15,400) to set-up two servers and 3 complete desktops. The servers will be used to support a development platform and a release platform to collaborators and other organizations, nationally and internationally.
It will support the website for outreach and education programs and the center point for dissemination of publications. Access to all applications, domain knowledge and contributions by collaborators will be coordinated through this site. The three desktops will be used to support the post-doc and two of the graduate students. After the first year we will use portions of the smaller equipment budget ($5400 in year 2 and 3) to upgrade existing machines and one new machine per year to replace older machines that were in place prior to the project but that have become obsolete. In the last year we use a smaller budget ($3000) to upgrade existing machines. A smaller budget ($3200 first year and $1800 in later years) is used for smaller equipment (fax machines, printers) and networking equipment and one desktop per year for students or principals. Overhead is applied to such equipment purchases.
Travel
E1.
Travel is central to our outreach activities. In all years we plan one trip for two principals for meetings with NSF and other government agency interested in the research and the results of the research. We target three domestic trips to meet with collaborators. These would be meetings where we can get feedback on our application development, access to new sources of information, additional technology and domain expertise, and transfer results. In addition we plan to submit and present publications at domestic and international conferences and have budgeted a total of three conference attendances to allocate over our faculty and students at a cost of $10,400 in year one, with similar expenses, adjusted for inflation, in subsequent years. Our travel is important for outreach. However to accommodate the number of faculty and students we plan to use MIT as the primary meeting place for collaboration. Meeting costs will be discussed in the section G6. E2. We plan to conduct one international trip to meet with collaborators and one trip to attend an international conference in each year of the project.
F1. Participant Support
We intend to subsidize travel costs for women, underrepresented minorities, and persons with disabilities attendees of each symposium in order to broaden the diversity of the participants. In addition, we will offer the same subsidy for attendance at each of the annual workshops. The total subsidy requested is $5000.
G1. Materials and Supplies
These are based on a first year rate of $6100. These include all costs for postage, telecommunications, network communication charges, back-up charges, and office supplies. These will be used by the individual investigators and for the new laboratory.
G2. Publications/Documentation/Dissemination
We plan to run a number of meetings/workshops and develop courseware for MIT's Open Courseware Initiative. Publication and dissemination costs are escalated in Years 2, 3, and 4 (i.e., by $2000) to accommodate a significant level of publication and outreach. Courses will be developed based on this research for the Sloan School of Management, the Political Science Department and for use in MIT-Singapore and MIT-Malaysia Alliances.
G4. Computer Services
This includes a reasonable number for software purchases such as licenses for the Laboratory and individual licenses as needed.
G6. Other
This category includes tuition expense for our graduate students and expenses for meetings with our collaborators and workshop and conference. Tuition: Tuition costs are similar in all four years ($65000 first year no overhead charged). This represents a 50% subsidy of tuition costs for the four graduate students working on this project. Tuition support is required for all RAs under MIT's guidelines.
Meetings:
In all years we plan to conduct quarterly meetings of the collaborators, biannual steering committee meetings and annual workshops. These will be working meetings and launch of application to selected collaborators. In addition, we are planning a symposium in year two with collaborators and outside organizations to present results and gain further buy-in to the project from the broader community across research, business, and policy domains and at regional as well as global levels. We expect to capture both the multiple perspectives and the diversity of organizational and institutional impacts upon information generation, compilation, and dissemination worldwide. Finally in year four we will host a broad symposium and application rollout to the community and transfer technology to appropriate collaborators to support a global platform. Expenses for these meetings include costs for space, audiovisual equipment, networking, refreshments, and appropriate office supplies. These meetings and workshops will be web cast to reach the largest possible audience and minimize travel expenses. 
Summary of Planned Meetings
Leveraging of these budgeted resources
The requested budget resources will be significantly leveraged in several ways: (1) much of the critical initial basic research, especially for the COIN and GSSD platforms, have been previously funded from NSF, DARPA, and industry sources, (2) the LIGHT collaborators are committing significant internal resources that will greatly assist this effort as well to facilitate the dissemination of results and impact of this research, (3) relevant and unique resources at MIT, such as MIT's OpenCourseWare and LINC technologies and distribution resources, will be utilized; as well as (4) Note: An overhead rate of 60% is applied to all direct costs except major equipment and tuition.
